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Nothing that happens to you and me is accidental or coincidental. 
Nothing!   Period! 
 
You don‟t have to believe me.    Don‟t! 
 
For two weeks, I have shared my experiences and written articles to fight 
against brainwashing - to renew and re-set our minds wrapped by 
poisonous weeds so that we can be free, that Truth need not to be 
guarded by the bodyguard of lies. 
 
I want you to be the judge whether what I have received and now sharing 
with you today is mere coincidence or accidental. 
 
Whisper confided in me, 
 
“Matthias, you cannot be Free and have Truths dominating your being if you do 
not cast off the rags and adorn the new spiritual clothing… Get rid of your old 
self and put on the new.” 
 
“The mind is so cluttered and Evil intrudes in so many ways that your people 
are left deluded and depressed. There is a mind-shift – from positivity to 
negativity”. 
 
“It is counter-intuitive not to conform to delusions, the lies and false reality. So, 
you must stay focus and at every turn when Evil intrudes, seek HIS face and 
call out to HIM to protect you from Evil.” 
 
“Do not be tempted by instant solutions and „quickies‟ as these are evil tricks 
that shift your focus from HIM. You must recall the times, when overwhelmed by 
challenges, distractions, false ideas of deliverance from Evil you clasped your 
palms and in devotional humility, asked for protection and help from HIM. The 
response was immediate.” 
 
“Let me assure you that the people, who are reading this message, will pour 
scorn on you and accuse you of being delusional and spreading deranged 
imagination and lies. It is to be expected, as they are corrupted by deceitful 
ideas. The saving grace, in all our devotees, is that they have no hesitation in 
admitting that they are flawed, inadequate and need guidance from HIM.” 
 
“Matthias let me assure you that you are on the right path and you will 
walk in the „Light of HIS presence‟ ”.  
 
Read again my article on History shared with you yesterday. What are the 
odds that I could recall specific passages in Vol.3 and Vol. 6 of Churchill‟s 



book on WW II and drew parallels with the current events? There are so many 
books etc. but why was I directed to this set of six volumes on WW II by 
Churchill and the book by Harry Elmer Barnes?  
 
I am not a genius and do not have a photographic memory. 
 
How many of you are even familiar with these publications?  
 
You may know about Winston Churchill, but not this out of print, six volumes of 
Churchill‟s history of WW II.  
 
You definitely have not heard about Harry Elmer Barnes and his out of print 
book, “In Quest for Truths and Justice”. 
 
I do not question the directives and just followed the direction, verifying the 
Truths revealed! 
 
Meditate! 
 
 
 
           
 


